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LOGISTIC AND DISTRIBUTION NETWOK PRACTICES OF COMPANIES
AND ANALYZING EFFECTS OF TRUST, CONTRACTS, PERFORMENCE

AND LONG TERM ADAPTION FACTORS ON SELECTION OF LOGİSTİCS
PARTNERS: A RESEARCH WITH DUZCE INDUSTRIAL ZONE

COMPANIES
Yeliz BuşJ, Erman C<ışkun'

Abslfact - Logislic serıices provide a compelitiye advanlage for businesses by reducing cosls and increosing
profrıabiliıy. Selecling righı disıribution channel and making ight decision about loğstics relqted dctiyiıies
are imparıanı. The majority of companies iıı Turkey ignores sıraıegic importance oflogislics and distribution
ccıncepts and can't take advaniage cıf them. In lhis sludy, effecls r-ıf adaption foctors (such as lrusl, conlracls,
financial performence, straleglc performeııce, salisfaction and long term addption) on selection of loğstic
seı,vice providers and supplier relaled decisions cıre analyzed. This study aims to take into accounl lhe loğstic
and distribution channel choices of companies and lhe faciors afecling these elements. A surıey is conducted
aı,ıd the study utilizes factor analysis, tukey lesl qnd structural modeling analysis by rulııg §PS,S 15.0 and
AMOS 7.0 programs.

Keyuords - Loğslics, Supply Chain Managemenl, Oulsourcing, Dislribulion, Distribution Channel Selection

INTRODUCTION
Internationalization of compaıies has brought the peıiod of rapid transportation opportunities-

Globalization, integrated logistics systems and the development of information systems have reshaped world
trade rules and eventually üe physical trade flows. Businesses, no matter which market segment they belong
to, have had to develop a strategic worldwide network systems to meet customer demand effeclively and to
have competitive advantage. This ıesulted with worldwide organization of logistics aıd supply chain
management activities. Many innovations were made to improve the logistics systems. The establishment of
new intemational distribution centeİs to create distribution network and üe development of new systems to
identify and follow transportation route on digital media are examples. Despite üis, within üe entire supply
chain management plocess may encorntel a number of bottlenecks and bottleneck in a single firm may effect
the flows in entire chain.

The logistics management activities provide inbound aıd outboıınd haıısportation management, fleet
management, warehousing, material haıdling, oıder completion, logistics network design, inventory
management, supply and demand plarıning and thiıd party logistics services. Supply chain management
consist of supply and procuıement, conversion and all planning and management activities include logistics
service providers. This aIso include the coordination of charııel members such as customeıs, agents, suppliers
and 3'd par§ service providers. [ 13]

Logistics management activities group under three headings; the fiIst one is supply logistics (the logistics
between üe maıufacturer and the supplier), the second one is production logistics (The logistics in
manufacturing process) aıd the third one is distıibution logistics (the logistics between the producer and the
customels ).

contracts
In recent years, the number of firms that prefer to cooperate with outside companies for üeiı logistics

related responsibilities is gıowing rapidly. The studies in this area deal with aspects such as determination and
exploitation of üe contract types and their implication on üe parties involved in the contract, motivation of
contractual structures, the legal issues in contracting environments, and selection ofthe contractor. Il]

Performance based logistic contracts are becoming more and more common, as they represent a cleaı
beneflt to both parties. On üe one hand, üe customer only pays for the results achieved, üus maximizing the
retum on their invesbnent. on the other hand, the contlactols aIe given the necessary freedom and
responsibility to innovate aıd apply their domain knowledge and experience, within a context of financial
motivation arıd incentives Il5]. In this reseaıch, examining that if firms are doing any contruct with logistic
service providers which include all aspects of trarsportation conditions.

Long Term Adaption
466
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For a long term compititive advantage, firms must make long telm coopeıation with logistic seıvice
providers. This ııust be a culhıre in business life, especially to maintain the profitability. On the other haııd,

the contracts have a critical role on |ong term adaptions of firms. Contracts behveen logistics providers and

users are not becoming shorter; ratheI, the trend is in the opposite direction, Since capital investmen]- for
infJastrucfure, transportation equipment, and IT necessitate closer collaboration bet$,een providers and u;ers,

because of high switching costs. The techrıological investment, iı,ıparticular, is one reason behind the need for
closer, longer-term collaboration: The contracts may also have a built-in flexibili§ that can be adjuı;ted,

depending on energy prices and demand-supply conditions, both of which can result in Significant flucfuations
in logistics costs. Thus, while logistics providers seek multiyear contlacts, they ensure that theiI rates are not

locked in[2].
Trust
Trust is a common means of reducing social compleity and perceivedrisk of transaction by raising the

expectation ofa positive outcomeand perceived certainty regarding the expected behavior ofthe truslee Il6].
In contlary to the belief, t rust based relationships have not disappeared as a result ofthe active adoption cf IT
tools; rather, 1hey may have been stlengthened, precisely because oftechnologies that have been intıoduced to

eliminate transaction costs. Evolving technological challenges to usel-pfovider integration make userprovider

relationships more, lot less, complex, which, in fum, 1irnctions to increase switching costs. Thereibre,

userprovider lelations require longer-term relationships with close cooperation [2].

satisfaction
one principle of logistics is a management philosophy that effectively determines the needs of the

customer. Ensuring operational quality at each stage in the plocess should ensure that the quality of the final
product will satisfo the final customer [8].

performance
Logistics performance is essential for firms to successfully opelate efficient and effective internati()nal

facility networks." In particular, logistics" role is to provide time and place utilities, which allow for both the

movement of materials among geographically dispersed production facilities and the delivery of finished

ploducts to global consumeıs. The impoıtance of coordination to global competitive advantage suggests ,hat

logistics should play a central role in decisions regarding the configulation aıd coordination of glc,bal

operations [7].
LITERATURE

There has been many studies related to logistics management activities. A literafure review has been

made about the studies lelated to the performance, long-term adaptation, satisfaction, trust and contracts.
'fhe research ınade by Özcan (2008) about the logistic activities of small and medium-size enterpri;es,

emphasizes the importance of logistic management for companies in order to grow and survive in increasing

compititive conditions [1 2].

Ergülen and Kazaı (2006) §,anted 10 crcatc a model u,]ıich ıninimizes the cost of distribution vıith

integer linear programming to compose distribution strategy [6].
yılınaz and et al (2002) researched the dependency concepts in relations of manufacturer-dealer and the

affects of dependency on loyalry, col]aboration aıd satisfaction. According to IeSuItS of the Stüdy, the

dependency concepts, that has gloups of three; original investment, replacement of availability and the

importaıce of main company, has a significant impact on collaboration, salisfaction aıd loyalty whict iS

important in ellectiveneSS of long term business relations. According to othel result, when the main company

has an high percieved value about the dealcl, the dealer also has high level satisfaction I l7].
Sodhi ve Sun (2009) created a model related to supply chain collaboration performance. It's locused on

five factors which may affect Stİategic and operational perfoİmaıce between suppliers. These factols aIe

information exchange, trust, joint partnefship management, relationship-spesific asSetS and paitlef
asymmetry. According to results of the study, information Exchaıge has affect on operational performaİ(le ,

but also no affect on strategic performaıce. Trust factor has no affect on Strategic performance. Joint
partnership has affect on stfategic performance. Also, relationship-spesific assets has affect on strategic

performance. But, partner asymmetry has no affect on both ofstrategic and operational performance [ 14].

In the research which made by Bilginer and eı al (2008), the factors affecting logistic activities in proc,:ss

efficiency wele evaluated. For this purpose, the eight lactols have emerged as a result of the factor analysis

performed. The correlation and ıegression analysis wefe carİied out in order to determine the impact and lhe

relations of these factols with organizational performance. As a result of analysis, iırnovation has 31/o,
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suppliers İelations has l5o%, change managem enİ has 17yo and coİnmunication has 8oZ impact on
organizational performance. Supply efficiency and envirolmental responsibility have no significant impact arıd
order processing vaıiable has negative impact too [3].

In the rcsearch which made by Kıyabaşı arıd Özdcmir (2008), the appıoach of production companies to
performance management in logistic management activities weIe examined and the expectation-benefit
difference analysis was applied. According to this sfudy, orgaıizational performance has two sub-factors;
market performaıce aıd finaıcial performance. How the expectations of performance management activities
(Y) are affected from performance management activities (Xt) and market performance (Xı) aıd finaıcial
performance (X3) that are sub-factors of operational performarıce of logistic activities are examined with multi
regression ana|ysis. 260/o of expectations of logistic activities are derived from performaıce activities and
organizational activities. The multi linear regression model of the study is Y :1,582 + 0,197 X1+ 0,162X 2 +

0,171-r]. [9]
Nevins and Money (2008) made a research about performance activities of import distribution charınels,

trust, culh.ıre and distribution efficiency. Some part oflikert questions in our sfudy has adapted from this work.
Short term adaption, culfure dissimilarity, individualism, trust, contıacts, distribution efficiency and
performance (strategic, operational and satisfaction) factörs aıe discussed. According to results, distribution
efficiency factor is in relation with channel performance, especially strategic and financial performance. Trust
factor has strong positive impact on all aspects of performance. As contracts are used with high amounts,
distribution efficiency factor affcct stratcgic pcrformance nçgativcly, but also, don't affect financiaI
performance and satisfaction factors. Conftacts and trust factors have no impact on performance.
Individualism has negative impact on pcrformance perceptions. Culture dissimilarity affccts the satisfaction in
channel relations, because of trust impact. Short term adaption has no significant impact on channel
performance. Il l]

REsEARCH
The Aim of th€ Study
The aim of this sfudy is to reveal the affects of trust, contracts, performance, satisfaction and long term

adaption factors for logistic service providers.
Limitations of the Study
This study was conducted with total of 50 companies out of 375 registered companies in Düzce

orgarıized Industİial Zone. Although we Visited 65 companies, some comparıies were reluctant to answer and
we collected answer from 50 companies. The retum rate is 50/375. There are 67 registered firms in organized
industrial zones aıd 375 registered firms in Düzce chamber o| commerce. There are 21 fiIms that keep
activities going in indushial zones. The questionrıaire is administered face to face with 50 opelating firms.

Research Method
The data is aııalyzed by using SPSS l5.0 and AMOS7.O plograms. Ma-ximum likelihood method on

AMOS program is used to reveal effective factors on activities that companies outsource from logistic service
providers. To cleate an accurate model for AMOS application, the factors of the study are determined by
applying factor analysis in SPSS progıam.

Sampling Process
A questionıaire is administlated with companies face to face. The questionnaire include closed-ended

questions as well as 5 point likert questions about toughts of comparıies for their outsourcing activities from
logistic service providers. Questions are adapted from the literatııre ans we assume that their reliability have
been tested before.
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Co)i,rRAC,l,s

TRUs,r
PERFORMANCtr

LoNG TERM
ADAPTIoN

Hl0

SATISF^CTION

Model and Hypotheses of the Study

Hl
H7

FIGURE 1

Model ofThe Study

Hl: The contracts factor has impact on the trust factol
H2: The trust factof has impact on the Satisfaction factor
H3: The trust factor has impact on the ]ong term adaption factor
H4: The long term adaption factor has impact on the contracts factor
H5: The contlacts factor has impact on the long term adaption factor
H6: The performaıce factor has impact on the trust factol
H7: Thc performance factor has Iınpact on the contracts lactor
H8: The long term adaption factor has impact on the performance factor
H9; The satisfaction factor has impact on the long term adaption factoI
H10: The satisfaction factor has impact on the performance factor
H1l: The performaıce faotoı has impact on the satisfaction factor

Findings of the Study

_The findings are analyed in thlee stages; demografics of enterprises, factor ana1ysis and struc,ural
modeling analysis.

Demographics

_52Yo of the ParticiPating companies serve in industrial products category,460/o produces cunscmer
products category and,2%o of participating companies serve in both categoriei iomp-;es belong to 189zo in
wood Products sector. l8oZ textiJe products sector, 16 % metal productsİectof, 8oZ İood products- sector, 8%
building materials sector, 60Z machine industry, 4olo outomotive supply industry nd zi"ı, in otheı sec.ors.
Compaies serve to l60Z in national markets, 12o/o in intemationai markets and 72%o in both of mar]lets.
Related to employee capasily,32Vo ofpaİticipating compaı]ies have 10_49 employers, 18 Yo have 50_249 and
20%o,have mole than 250 employers. The companies whjch have 1o-49 empİoyers are recognized as snıall-
sized, having 50-249 employers are recognized as medium-sized and having more than z55 employen are
recognized as laıge-sized. In this sfudy, most of the companies which are pİrticipated are in meİium-sized
business category.

Il2

Hll
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Results of Factor Analysis

TABLE 1

Factor Analysis

FACTOR
tisfactionontractsTrust Ada ron

Long-Term
rform anceQUESTION

0,918The relarion wiü this firm ensure7 d us rapid sal

owth

0,8885-The relation with this firm ensure

lume

d us high sale

0 806filati SenesetitiVoc mCtn z§efe dthth 1se onD8

0,7 6|0.Relation with 1his firm increased our local market s

ificantl
0,867

0. The resentatives ofthis firm aıe reliable
0,8201.The re l uSthh nestof firmVeentatü oSS

0,673firm will provide comlort to us in decisio

to the market
9.This
nceml

0,603IomlSeSS its7.This firm ke

0,879
lo time

finrıfi to eIto rkocSti gethafrom orm h Se5 glop

0,845. when a fiım starts to work with a logistic firm, it may

ork for a l time
0,8l 5. Maintaining a long framewo rk with a logistic lı

hould be a business cultue in this Ioduct cate o

0,86 82. Relation with üis firm is execut ed with a

l$ tl
0,8624. The results, rights and obligations of finishing up the

elation with this firm are determine d a contract

0,6603. We make aggrement at the level of sharing kıowled
ith each other

0,942leasurefirmthis eeb nhasthOur tüeenl 0,789cc SeS fulbeaS Sen ufis hrn)1 thithventuİeOur2

Afterconductingfactoranalysis,logisticsuppliersrelateilfactorsaregroupedunderfive.categolies;trust,
contracts, performance, ıong t... uauftion anJ satisfaction. There are 16 questions in the questionnaire

belong to these factors 
^o 

tı," Jiutiıity of these questions ale.tested with a comman used test cronbach

alpnu] e, u ,".rlt, the reliability of data is 0,86 which can be considered as high,

Reliabilitiesofeachindividualfactorisasfollows;tuİst(0,54),satisfaction(0,6l),contracts(0,57),
peıformance (0,74) and long term adaption (0,60),
'- i ,. ,"qrir.o io ."u.ri" th" adequucy oİ the sample in order to apply factor analysis. ['ort his PurPose,

KMo BaIlett,S test is used. Kvo results suggest that our sample is adequate at 0,66 level_aıd Barlett,s test,s

result which is 0,000 is high levet. so, tır"rii. a shong relationship between our variables. Factor loads of

qr".,i"* 
".rca 

in fu"to. unlıyri. _d under which factoithese loads are complied are explained in Table 1.

Results For Structural Modeling Analysis
This research *nl"ı, .*u_in" tni uff."i. ot factors about logistic suppliers o1 :Tl :jh"... 

has been

^air"i 
tv using ma_ximum likelihood method and AM.S 0.7 piog.u_. Structural Modeling Analysis is

,."jto ,"r"uı tır"-aegrees for the effectivenes of each factors about logistic suppliers on each others.

Model estimation results in the following adequale statistics :
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Model D erlendirmekriterleri Model
Chi-square (12) value (CMIN)

Degree of Freedom (SD)
P-value

12 / SD (CMINDF)
NoımaIized Fit Index §FI)

Relative Fit Index (RFI)
]ncremental Fit Index (lFI)

Comperative Fit Index (CFI)
Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI)
Root Mean Square Enor of

roximation sEA

TABLE 2
Model Adequacy VaIues

Accoıding to the above tab]e, the chi-square fit value derived is 3,807. This value was small sinctı the
sample ofthe research was small.. wheleas the fact that üe figure which is obtained by dividing the ki-square
fit value to degree of freedom is higher thaı 3 demonstrates a good fit, those wİich are İrigher thzm 5
demonstrate only a sufficient fit. The va]ue obtained in 0,952 indicites that the data is in perfectiomplilınce
with the modei, which means our model is a valid model. Another assessment criteria, İoot Mean Square
Error of Approxirnation (RMSEA) has been found as 0,000. RMSEA value being smaller than ]-05
demonstlates a peıfect fit, aıd value up to 0.08 demonstıates that there is only a good fiti Again accordirg to
this result, the model is in perfect fit with the data. RfI, IFI, CFI, TLI and NFI values range between 0 ıo l,
and the perfectness offit increases as these values approach 1.

TABLE 3

"'P<0,05; H6:Rejected
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Hypothesis Factor Relationship Faktör
Şi nificance

H8

H3

H1l

H5

H1

H7

H,ı

H10

H2

H6

H9

PERFORMANCE

ADAPTATION

SATlSFACTloN

CONTRACT

TRUST

CONTRACT

ADAPTATION

PERFORN4ANCE

SATISFACTION

TRUST

ADAPTATtoN

,216

,85l ***

!889***

,200

,148

7 ,213,* *,l

qqQ *,ü,*

,396

,256

P - 0,500

P ( 0,00 |

P ( 0,00l

P ( 0,00l

P=0,436

P=0,33 8

P ( 0,00l

P ( 0,001

P ı 0,001

P=0,156

P:0,301

«

«

«

»

«

<(

«

47l

3,807
4

0,000
0,952
0,914
0.677
1,005
1,000
l,025

0,000

Standard
coefıici€nt

ADAPTATloN

TRUST

PERFORMANCE

ADAPTATION

CONTRACT

PERFORMANCE

TRUST

SAT]SFACTION

TRUST

PERIORMANCE

SATISFACTlON



According to Table-3;
Long Ter-m Adaption-, Pcrformance, Contlacts-,+ Trust, Performance -)Contracts, Performance -

TruSt and Satistaction + t.ong Term Ajaption hypothesis are rejected (P>0,10). Corresponding; Trust

___,Long T".- Adaption, Perfoimance , §atisfaciion, Contracts -+ Long Term Adaption, Long Term

aauptilon __ contiacts, satisfaction _, peıformance and Trust , satisfaction hypothesis have been

significant (p<0,10).' - a""o.jing io ihese results, where as the contracts of companies made with suppliers explain 9 6o/o of |ong

t".. uouptionIn their relationships, the trust factol explain 85%.of this. Long term adaption has 7ZVo impact

on contracts. Where as tı," t-.tin 
"u"n "o.p-l". 

oiher explain 100o/o of satisfaction factor, strategic aıd

finarıcial performances of compaıies explain 89% of satisfaition. Also, satisfaction factor has 124% high

level impact on performance factor.

ecöording to standardized toiuı 
"ır."tr, 

direct affects and indirect effects, where as long term adaptation

factor has 0,7rdilect effect on contracts factor, it has 0,23 indirect effect on. The direct effect ofcontracts on

1;;; adaption is 0,96 arıd ils indirect effect is _0,43. Whereas the direct effect of satisfaction factor on

;;;";-." iu"to. i. iı,sg, its indirect effect is_0,39.whereas the direct effect of performarıce factoı on

satisfaction factor is 1,243, its indirect effect is _0,76. whereas trust factor has l00% direct effect on

satisfaction, it has no indirect effect.

Table.4showscovariaıceoffactors.Covarianceindicatesthetrendsfactorschangetogether.If
covariancc value is upper thaı 0, it mcans that two of variables increase togcther, ıf covariance value is lower

iır- o, i, means thai'wo variable decrease together. lf that is equal to 0, it means that two vaıiables ale

independent from eachothers.

TABLE 4
covariance Matrix

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIO NS

In this study, a questionnaire which tries to measure service related attributes of logistic providers for

diffelent sectors of manufacturing industry has been used. our interest was especially on, effectiveness and

effective measures ofthe trust b"twee1 lırms, contacts wTitten with service providers, strategic aıd financial

;;;;;;"""" provided by suppliers to lırms, iong_ term collaboration afıd satisfactions leve1 between servicer

providers and receivers. _^., L^ ^ ı .' A..o.ding to results, eüaıced long_term coopelation with logistic service ploviders may_be a businness

culture. The ti.ıst ofthe parties to each"oüer and iontracts made within expectations frorn each oİher ürough

this trust have effects onihis long_term adaption. Considering effective measures of thiS factors, it,S seen that

the both of factors have well enough 
"ff""t -o the contracts factor has more effect. Further, in terms of

int"-"tionr, it's seen that the adapĞtion factor explains most part (72%) of contracts .factor, 
Wheıeas the

strategic and financial performances provided by logistic suppliers to firms have well enough effect on

satisfa'ction factor, in terms of iıteractions, the perfoinaıce arising from satisfactinn 
_has _arı 

high value of

124olo. Moreover, the trust of collaborators wiü each othel affects to 100o/o ofsatisfaction factol is also seen

clearly.
6onsidering direct and indirect effects, it,s seen that the direct effects of factoıs on each others are more

than indirect effects of them, even, indirect effects ale not signiflcant. But also, the performance factor has

indirect effect as much as its direct effect on satisfaction factoi. Here, the indirect effect Üat mentioned is the
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CONTRACT
S

PERFORMANC
E

LONG TERM
ADAPTIoNFACTORS TRUST

TRUST
CoNTAcTS

PERFORIILANC
E

SATISFACTION
LONG TERM
ADAPTIoN

,583
,404

,l20

?on

1,005

,043

,226

,442 ,195

§l§

,070

-,05 5

571

,§q

SATISFACTIO
N



influence degree of strategic and financial performance that supliers provide to firms on satislaction thrııugh
over the company'S expectations according to contracts, trust in the lramework and long tcrm co]laboriıtion
factors. Showing companies will provide the performance so as tl,ıe degree of satisfaction, othel faCtoIS that
can be said to be ofmuch effect on the satisfaction.
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